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S tep into any electrical store
and you can’t escape the way
TV manufacturers have desig-

nated this to be the 3D Christmas.
There are plenty of sets vying for
attention, none of which are defini-
tively the best; although, in this
area, plasma screens currently seem
to have the upper hand over LCDs.

More exciting are the other de-
vices starting to overcome the obsta-
cles inherent in 3D technology. With
much of the content, for instance,
originating in the cinema, a projector
seems a natural way to view it. The
LG CF3D shows 3D in a form that can
be viewed using inexpensive, light-
weight polarizing glasses.

Although high-definition cam-
corders are relatively commonplace,
the first consumer 3D camcorder,
the Panasonic HDC SDT750, has only
appeared recently. And for anybody
who is regularly stuck in a hotel
room with nothing more than
CNN for company, the HP
Envy-1195ea 3D multimedia laptop
could be a welcome gift, provided
they’ve got the shoulders to lug it
across the airport concourse.

Outdoors, bringing a birds-eye
view from the ground, the Dragan-
Flyer X6 is perhaps the ultimate re-
mote-controlled toy, although it has
plenty of serious uses. A pair of Zeal
Optics Transcend GPS skiing goggles,
meanwhile, will make any serious
skier desperate to get on the slopes
to try out its real-time display of
speed, altitude and location.

Outside the realm of multidimen-
sional offerings are a couple of other
notable gadgets for the home. The
audiophile will appreciate the Har-
man Kardon GLA-55 multimedia
speakers, which are as loud as they
look, while coffee lovers will envy
the compact Miele CM5100 free-
standing coffee machine, with its va-
riety of easy-to-use programs. Mean-
while, the diamonds around the edge
of the £5 million Stuart Hughes
iPhone 4 could just solve the phone’s
infamous aerial problem.
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GIFT GUIDE: GADGETS

3D gadgets descend on Christmas

BY NICK CLAYTON

LG CF3D projector; around £11,000.
This full HD 3D projector can easily
throw a bright, high-contrast picture
up to five meters wide, using
“passive” technology, the same as
found in cinemas.

DraganFlyer X6 remote-controlled
helicopter; £21,000, including training.
More than just a big boy’s toy, this
rugged aircraft is capable of serious
aerial photography, with attachments
for infrared or high-definition video.

Zeal Optics Transcend GPS skiing
goggles; £450. Smart LCD technology
displays data—from speed and altitude
to your exact location—as if it were
floating on a screen two meters
ahead. You can even use Google Maps
to plot your off-piste route.

HP Envy 17 3D laptop; from £1,559.
Sharing the looks, high-quality sound
and processing power of the rest of
the magnesium-alloy-built HP Envy
range, this ups the multimedia ante
with a stunning 17-inch HD display
and is the first laptop to use ATI’s 3D
technology. The downside is that, for
all its perks, it’s heavy.

Panasonic HDC SDT750 camcorder;
from £999. Not only is this the first
consumer 3D camcorder, but it's also
an extremely capable 2D device.
Footage shot through the converter
adds a dimension for 3D TV owners,
provided they’re aware of the zoom
limitations of the technology.

Harman Kardon GLA-55 multimedia speakers; around £500. Love or loath
their looks, plugged into a computer they’ll render game effects, movies or
music at room-shaking volume. The sound quality’s not bad either.

Miele CM5100 Barista
freestanding coffee machine;
from £999. The Miele CM5100
fits all the functions of a coffee-
shop machine into a compact
space. Go from beans, water
and milk to a tall, skinny latte
at the touch of a few buttons.

Stuart Hughes iPhone 4 handset;
£5 million. If everything else seems
second best, how about this iPhone 4
covered in 500 diamonds? Two have
already been sold to a businessman in
Australia, proof perhaps of the
continuing strength of its economy.
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Clockwise from top left,
Anya Hindmarch bespoke jewelry boxes;
Richard James boxer shorts with Swarovski
crystal monogram; Giambattista Valli coat;
Richard James attaché briefcase; and mix
and match at Bikes By Me.

GIFT GUIDE: BESPOKE

£500, Lunar Cycles of the U.K., sources vin-
tage bikes, restores them and then allows
you to design them in any way you like,
from handle bars and seats to frame color.
“The custom-built bike becomes part of the
customer’s identity,” owner Sam Parks says.

For music lovers, California-based com-
pany Ultimate Ears offers custom built ear-
phones, which are molded to your ear
shape. Originally designed for the music in-
dustry, so musicians could hear themselves
on stage, they are used by sound techni-
cians and musicians (including 50 Cent,
Arctic Monkeys and Avril Lavigne) for the
crystal-clear sound (the company claims
the sound is equivalent to £40,000 speak-
ers). After an audiologist local to you takes
a mold of your ear, the impressions are
then sent to the laboratory in Irvine, Calif.,
where they are made by hand, and start at
$399.99. You are free to design the outside
of the earphones however you like—one rap
star had £30,000 worth of diamonds put on
his, and a sound engineer with a sense of
humor had his filled with beer so they
frothed up when he rocked his head.

However, for one step beyond bespoke,
Anya Hindmarch in London offers a person-
alization service that puts the “p” in per-
sonal, allowing you to get a message in
your own handwriting printed onto a vast
array of products, starting from a £65 key-
ring to the pricier Ebury handbag, cufflink
boxes, wallets and tote bags. Items can be
given a humorous twist: One woman wrote
this message on the iPad cover she bought
for her husband for Christmas: “There are
three of us in this relationship.”

Anya Hindmarch jewelry boxes are also
given a special edge, with the drawers lined
in photographs that have been carefully
printed onto satin. For her own husband,
Ms. Hindmarch made a “Hangover box”
complete with pictures of him in full rev-
elry on the inside, and drawers labeled “As-
pirin” and “Alka Seltzer.”

One Anya Hindmarch client had mes-
sages from all her grandchildren printed
onto £40 leather bookmarks, which with
the customization cost her £300 each.

Anya Hindmarch also offers a made-to-
measure wallet service to meet demand
from men who wanted their wallets to fit
their bespoke suit pockets perfectly.

The service has even been known to play
cupid. When architect Jake Thompson
wanted to propose he did so with a two-
way journal (a reversible leather book) on
which he had meticulously worked out what
he wanted to write. On one side he em-
bossed Sophia James, the maiden name of
his wife-to-be, and on the tabs were em-
bossed “church” and “field nearby.” On the
reverse side of the journal it read her
would-be married name “Sophia Thomp-
son” and the tabs read “husband” and “chil-
dren.” He had also embossed two quotes in
his handwriting: “See you at the church,
don’t be late” and on the other side, “Can’t
wait to grow old with you.”

She said yes. “My now-wife has always
been a huge fan of Anya Hindmarch,” says
Mr. Thompson. “So when I saw the bespoke
store on the way to work one morning, it
seemed the perfect way to propose and def-
initely helped in her saying yes.” Cl
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